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Several protocols were developed to form the
communication energy-effective to prolong the lifetime of
the networks. These protocols were totally different in
however they improve the communication and transmission
of the packets in the network however they all based on
clustering approach in the network. The homogenous
protocol (due to same initial energies of all nodes).
LEACH that considered all nodes of same energy used
the probabilistic approach to elect the cluster head and the
chance of selecting the cluster head decides once how
many rounds a node may be once more cluster head. How ever this approach doesn't guarantee for a high energy node
to be cluster head.
PEGASIS was proposed to do cluster free routing.
during this device nodes kind a series, they transmits and
receives data from a neighbour, neighbour node is selected
on the premise of energy status and only one from that
chain transmit data to the bottom station. during this a
device node should recognize the energy status of its
neighbours in order to route its data, such topology
adjustment will introduce significant overhead for
extremely utilized networks.
After these homogeneous, a heterogeneous protocol
came, stable election routing protocol which divided the
network into two types of nodes having completely
different energy normal and advanced nodes. The
probabilistic method of selecting the cluster heads is
completely different for these two types of nodes. These
possibilities are based on their energies. This was done to
enhance the stability period (the time once first node dies)
of the network and to increase the life. Several enhanced
versions of stable election routing protocol routing schemes
were proposed like ESEP, ZSEP etc.
ESEP increase the heterogeneity to level three using the
normal, intermediate and advanced nodes and these were
taken within the order of increasing initial energies resp.
ZSEP divided the network within the form of zones that
resemble clusters so proper distribution of the nodes and
energies in every cluster may be done These with success
outperformed the stable election routing protocol.

Abstract— Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a wireless
network consisting of small nodes with sensing, computation,
and wireless communications capabilities. Each sensor collects
data from the monitored area (such as temperature, sound,
vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants). Then it routs data
back to the base station BS. Data transmission is usually a
multi-hop, from node to node toward the base station. As
wireless sensor networks consist of hundreds of thousands of
low-power multi functioning sensor nodes, operating in an
unattended environment, with limited computational and
sensing capabilities. Sensor nodes are equipped with small,
often irreplaceable batteries with limited power capacity.
WSN consist of hundreds or thousands of small, cheap,
battery-driven, spread-out nodes bearing a wireless modem to
accomplish a monitoring or control task jointly. An important
concern is the network lifetime: as nodes run out of power, the
connectivity decreases and the network can finally be
partitioned and become functional several routing protocols
have been proposed to improve the effective lifetime of a
network with a limited energy supply. In TDEEC protocol for
heterogeneous WSN most prominent technique compared to
other state-of-art-techniques.
Keywords— Wireless Sensor Network, Routing Protocol,
Network Lifetime, Clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor Network (WSN) could be a reasonably
self-configuring network composed of a set of wireless
sensor nodes additionally referred to as motes. The period
of WSN is restricted as a result of the sensor node works on
battery life and it's arduous to recharge the battery at
regular basis attributable to the preparation of wireless
sensor network in remote and hostile places. The energy
price is additional in term of transmission information than
process data. In order to prolong the network time period, a
network routing protocol with high energy efficiency is
necessary besides coming up with low-power sensor nodes.
A current analysis challenge is to develop low-power
communication with affordable on-node process a selforganized connectivity/protocols.
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Another Protocol, DEEC took the concept of residual
energy and average energy of the network in electing the
cluster heads with existing heterogeneity of the nodes and
with success improved the routing in network. several
versions of DEEC were explored which improved it any
such as DDEEC and EDEEC.
DDEEC uses same technique for estimation of average
energy within the network and CH selection algorithm
supported residual energy as utilized in DEEC. DDEEC
introduces threshold residual energy and once energy level
of advanced and normal nodes falls right down to the limit
of threshold residual energy then each type (normal and
advanced) of nodes use same likelihood to become cluster
head. EDEEC that was enhanced version of DEEC
proposed to insert another node within the network (super
node) with the present normal and advanced nodes that
raised the heterogeneity and lifetime also. it's been
evaluated therein DDEEC has low stability period, time
period and throughput as compared to the EDEEC. so
EDEEC act as motivating issue to work on and improve it
further.
TEEN that was A New Modified Threshold Sensitive
Distributed Energy Efficient Clustering Routing Protocol
For Heterogeneous For WSN reactive protocol proposed
scheme to minimize the transmission time as transmission
consume more energy than processing of information at the
nodes. This was done to impart two threshold parameters,
hard and soft threshold. A node only transmit when
presently sensed value is larger than hard threshold and
difference between current perceived and previous sensed
value is larger than soft threshold .This protocol may be a
kind improvement technique which might optimize the
communication during a smart manner.
A new distributed algorithm named scalable energy
efficient clustering hierarchy (SEECH), which selects CHs
and relays separately and based on nodes eligibilities. In
this way, high and low degree nodes are, respectively,
employed as CHs and relays. In only a few past researches,
CHs and relays are different, but their goal was mainly
mitigation of CHs energy burden which is intrinsically
satisfied by the SEECH mechanism. To consider
uniformity of CHs to balance clusters,
SEECH uses a
new distance-based algorithm.

In this paper worked on LEACH, SEP, Z-SEP, SEECH
and TDEEC, and successfully approached to make use of
the best of these protocols and our protocol TDEEC
successfully improved the stability period and throughput
of the network which ultimately enhanced the life of the
network.
II. ROUTING PROTOCOL
A routing protocol specifies how routers communicate
with each other, disseminating information that enables
them to select routes between any two nodes on a computer
network. Routing algorithms determine the specific choice
of route. Each router has a priori knowledge only of
networks attached to it directly. A routing protocol shares
this information first among immediate neighbors, and then
throughout the network. This way, routers gain knowledge
of the topology of the network. In this section we describe
some routing protocols.
A New Modified Threshold Sensitive Distributed Energy
Efficient Clustering (TDEEC)
Our approach is minimize transmission time in the
network. The basic theory is that clustering is done because
the nodes which are clustered have a sensed data which
vary in very insignificant amount. So cluster head in a
cluster when take the data from their members is similar in
nature. Cluster heads have to send similar type of data
again and again to base station which is time consuming
and wastage of energy by the cluster heads. This concept
was explored in detail in TEEN which imposed two
thresholds hard and soft threshold which optimized the
communication and prolong the life of the network. We
tried to use the optimization Protocol TEEN on enhanced
version of DEEC i.e. EDEEC. But we according to our
scheme we first increased the stability period by
introducing a new node ―super advanced‖ in our network.
Introducing a node increased the heterogeneity to level four
but thing is that it is not using nodes having energy more
than super nodes as in EDEEC. So nodes are in our scheme
are
Normal nodes: E0
Advanced nodes: E0 (1+a)
Super nodes: E0 (1+b)
Super advanced nodes: E0
(1+c)
Where a= c / 2 ; b= 3c / 4 ; c=1
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Here
is probability of choosing the cluster heads in
the network so a node become eligible for cluster head
again after 1/p0 rounds. So average no of cluster heads
should be
if n is total no of nodes. In our scheme
nodes are distributed according to constant m and m0 and
nodes are:
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Now, cluster heads are made according to eq.3. We
randomly take a number g between [0, 1]. If the threshold T
(i) for ith node is greater than g and node i belongs to set (G
or G’ or G’’ or G’’’) then it became cluster head otherwise
it will be a simple node. Here G, G’, G’’ and G’’’ are set of
normal, advanced, super and super advanced nodes
respectively which has not become cluster heads yet.
Cluster heads gather the data from its cluster members and
they will not send sensed data to Base station as they
receive the value. The TEEN is implemented in the nodes.
These cluster heads nodes store two threshold hard and soft
thresholds. Hard threshold (h) is calculated over highest
and lowest value sensed by the nodes. For example in
temperature sensing Applications the hard threshold is
calculated as the average of maximum temperature sensed
and minimum temperature sensed.

So, weighed probabilities of different nodes are
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Therefore total energy of the network in a round is
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Ultimately our new threshold for deciding the cluster
heads election is as:
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Table1:
The radio parameters

In our scenario we have simulated our network as
temperature sensing wireless sensor network and hard
Threshold is taken as 100 (in degree Celsius). Also, we are
using the term data for the temperature sensed by the
nodes. The sensed value is stored as a variable in the node,
called effective sensed value(SV). The nodes will next
transmit data only when the following conditions are met:
1. The current value of the sensed data (CV) is greater than
the hard threshold.( CV>h) and
2. The current value of the sensed attribute (CV) differs
from SV by an amount equal to or greater than the soft
threshold (diff=CV-SV).
Whenever a node transmits data, SV become the current
value of the sensed attribute. Here, in this scheme we have
taken s=2(in degree Celsius). These thresholds are making
our scheme to work in reactive way as TEEN as
Transmission is not periodically as in LEACH, SEP. The
transmission of data is done after receiving the value and
applying the thresholds. So data is sent in a nonperiodically fashion according to importance of the sensed
data. Thus our scheme TDEEC optimized the
communication in the networks and makes the
communication energy-efficient.
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III. SIMULATION PAPRAMETERS
In order to appraise the performance of our proposed
protocol, we simulated our protocol using MATLAB. We
consider a wireless sensor network with 100 nodes
distributed randomly in 100m X 100m field. A gateway
node is deployed at the Centre of the sensing field. The BS
is located far away from the sensing field. Both gateway
node and BS are stationary after deployment. We consider
packet size of 5000 bits
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IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

no.of rounds
Fig 1. Alive Nodes

The result of tdeec x-axis for Number of rounds and yaxis for Alive nodes

no.of rounds
Fig 3. Packets data sending to base station.

The result of tdeec x-axis for number Of rounds y-axis
for packets send to base station

no.of rounds
Fig 2. Dead Nodes
Fig 4.network parameter of tdeec

The result of tdeec x-axis for Number of rounds and yaxis for Dead nodes

The result of tdeec x-axis for number Of rounds y-axis
for cluster head
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[2]

Table 2:
Comparison of energy efficient- routing protocol at 5000 rounds

Protocol

No of Alive
Nodes

No of Dead
Nodes

LEACH

3

98

No of Packets
Sent To Base
Station
1.987e+04

SEP

0

100

2.567e+04

DEEC

4

97

2.244e+05

SEECH

18

84

3.225e+04

TDEEC

46

56

3.383e+05

[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a more optimized routing
scheme for WSNs. Main focus was to enhance cluster-head
selection process. In this, our proposed strategy (TDEEC),
stability period of network and life time has been
optimized. Simulation results show that there is significant
improvement in all these parameters when compared with
some of the existing routing protocols e.g., SEP, ZSEP,LEACH, SEECH and DEEC.

[8]

[9]
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